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We study the complexity of solving the d-dimensional Poisson equation on
]0, 1[ d. We restrict ourselves to cases where the solution u lies in some space of
functions of bounded mixed derivatives (with respect to the L - or the L2 -norm)
up to 2d>dj=1 x
2
j . An upper bound for the complexity of computing a solution
of some prescribed accuracy = with respect to the energy norm is given, which is
proportional to =&1. We show this result in a constructive manner by proposing a
finite element method in a special sparse grid space, which is obtained by an a
priori grid optimization process based on the energy norm. Thus, the result of this
paper is twofold: First, from a theoretical point of view concerning the complexity
of solving elliptic PDEs, a strong tractability result of the order O(=&1) is given,
and, second, we provide a practically usable hierarchical basis finite element
method of this complexity O(=&1), i.e., without logarithmic terms growing exponen-
tially in d, at least for our sparse grid setting with its underlying smoothness
requirements.  1999 Academic Press
Key Words: Poisson equation; complexity; sparse grids; finite element method;
multilevel methods.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we want to discuss the =-complexity [TWW] of the solu-
tion of the d-dimensional Poisson equation &2u= f on the d-dimensional
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unit cube. That is, for some class of functions F, the computational effort
that is necessary to compute an approximation of accuracy = with respect
to the energy norm shall be estimated. Note that, in contrast to related
work on this topic (see, e.g., [We]), we suppose the solution u to be a
member of F, not the right-hand side or data f. A link between those two
approaches will be provided in Section 6. Furthermore, note that we deal
with linear information in the following. As a classical result, it is well
known that for f in the standard Sobolev space of the smoothness class r,
i.e., f # F :=H r(0), the =-complexity of this class of problems is propor-
tional to =&dr, making it intractable in the sense of [TWW], since the
work that is necessary to obtain an =-approximation of the solution grows
exponentially in d. This is called the curse of dimension.
The growth in complexity is surely one reason why it is a nontrivial task
to extend a well developed 2D program code to the 3D case. Usually, both
storage requirements and run times grow tremendously. Thus, for 3D
applications such as problems from fluid dynamics or structural mechanics,
the most elaborate solver routines like multigrid or multilevel methods
must be applied in order to be able to obtain solutions of a sufficient
accuracy. Additionally, the code must be implemented on a high-perfor-
mance computer. For problems of dimension d>3, things become even
worse. Schro dinger’s equation with p>1 particles and, consequently,
d=3p dimensions, or similar applications from physics, still cannot be
dealt with properly. For such problems, it is a common approach to fall
back upon simplified sets of equations of a moderate dimension d=3 and,
thus, to settle for an only crude approximation of the interesting quantities
such as wave functions and eigenvalues in the Schro dinger equation case.
Another possibility for tackling high-dimensional problems is to switch
over to the pseudorandom or Monte Carlo methods. Originally having
been studied for purposes of numerical quadrature, this approach, in the
meantime, has become a widespread strategy for high-dimensional PDEs,
too, especially on supercomputers. In spite of rather slow convergence,
pseudorandom methods have turned out to be very attractive due to their
robustness with respect to d: Their complexity is usually proportional to
=&2 and, thus, is independent of d. However, convergence results hold only
in a probabilistic setting (central limit theorem).
In any case, we have to follow the well-known rule of numerical mathe-
matics: If you cannot solve your problem, change it. However, since we are
not willing to use another mathematical model, but want to stick to our
given PDE of specified dimension, the only chance is to look for a solution
in a different class of function spaces instead. These considerations have
been the starting point of the sparse grid concept [Ze, Gr1, Bu1, Bu2,
GSZ, GZZ, BD], where spaces with continuous or (in some sense)
bounded mixed derivatives are taken into account. Similar spaces have
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been recently studied in [Te, WW]. Using a hierarchical subspace decom-
position based on tensor product type hierarchical bases of linear splines,
and omitting ‘‘unimportant’’ subspaces that possess a relatively large
dimension but reduce the error only slightly, it can be shown [Ze, Bu1,
Bu2, GSZ] that the number of degrees of freedom and, thus, the number
of operations to solve the problem with a multigrid method is proportional
to h&1 } |log h| d&1, whereas the achieved accuracy is of the order
O(h2 } |log h| d&1) with respect to the L2 - or L -norm and O(h) with
respect to the energy norm. Here, h denotes the smallest mesh width
occurring in a regular sparse grid. Consequently, for the L2- and L -norm,
we obtain an upper bound on the =-complexity of the order O(=&12 }
|log =| (32) } (d&1)), and for the energy norm, we are able to come up with an
upper bound on the =-complexity proportional to =&1 } |log =| d&1.
Note that the sparse grid scheme presented first in [Ze, Gr1] for PDEs
has already been known for several years in interpolation, approximation,
and recovery theory as well as in numerical quadrature under the different
names ‘‘hyperbolic crosses’’ [Bab], ‘‘Boolean methods’’ [Del], and ‘‘dis-
crete blending’’ [Bas, Go, HM]. A general framework of reduced tensor
product approximation spaces has been presented by Smolyak [Sm] (cf.
also [WW]).
In this paper, we push the ideas underlying the sparse grid approach a
little bit further. Considering the cost-accuracy ratio of the different sub-
spaces involved in the hierarchical subspace splitting of tensor product type
that leads to the definition of (standard) sparse grids [Ze, Bu1, Bu2], we
follow [Bu1] and propose another approximation space that is even more
reduced or ‘‘sparser’’ and that involves only O(h&1) grid points or degrees
of freedom, respectively. It turns out that the interpolation error in this
subspace of the underlying Sobolev space is of order O(h) with respect to
the energy norm. Since, as usual in finite element proofs, the interpolation
error is an upper bound for the approximation error in the subspace, and
since there is a multilevel preconditioner based on prewavelets [GO2] with
a condition number of the resulting system matrix of O(1), we can con-
struct a nested iteration method with a complexity of O(=&1) for arbitrary
dimension d, provided that we restrict ourselves to the Sobolev space of
bounded mixed derivatives up to second order in each direction. As a result,
we get a practically usable hierarchical basis finite element method with
piecewise d-linear ansatz functions for the Laplacian of an =-complexity of
O(=&1).
The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we present the
hierarchical subspace splitting based on the tensor product approach and,
besides some notation, provide the basic estimates for the number of grid
points involved in each subspace and for the subspaces’ contribution to an
interpolant of some function u with respect to various norms. Section 3
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discusses two different choices of finite dimensional approximation spaces
(i.e., finite dimensional subspaces of the underlying Sobolev space H1 or
H 10 , respectively)the classical full grid space and the standard sparse grid
space, and gives the order of the corresponding interpolation error. In
Section 4, we study the cost-accuracy relation of the different subspaces
involved and derive a sparse grid space based on the energy norm. We give
an estimate for the number of degrees of freedom involved, and we derive
an upper bound for the interpolation error with respect to the energy
norm. Section 5 deals with practical aspects of the multilevel solver. The
discussion in Section 6 embeds our results into recent related work on this
topic. Finally, we give some concluding remarks.
2. MULTILEVEL SUBSPACE SPLITTING
Let 0 :=[0, 1]d be the d-dimensional unit cube, and let x :=(x1 , ..., xd).
On 0 , we consider multivariate functions with (in some sense) bounded
weak mixed derivatives
D:u :=
 |:|1u
x:11 } } } x
:d
d
(1)
up to |:|1=2d. Here and in the following, : # Nd0 denotes a d-dimensional
multi-index. We write 0 for (0, ..., 0) and 1 for (1, ..., 1). Furthermore, let 
etc. denote the corresponding elementwise relations, and let |:|1 :=dj=1 : j
and |:| :=max1 jd :j denote the discrete L - and the discrete L1 -norm
of :, respectively. For p= and p=2, we study the spaces
X p(0) :=[u : Rd#0  R, D:u # Lp(0), |:| 2], (2)
together with their homogeneous counterparts X p0(0) of functions vanish-
ing on the boundary, which will be of interest throughout this paper. For
functions u # X 0 (0) or u # X
2
0(0), respectively, we introduce the semi-norms
|u| :=&D2u& ,
(3)
|u|2 :=&D2u&2=\|0 |D2u(x)| 2 dx+
12
.
Now, with the multi-index l=(l1 , ..., ld) # Nd, we consider the family of
standard rectangular grids
[0 l , l # N
d] (4)
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on 0 with mesh size h l :=(h l1 , ..., h ld) :=(2
&l1, ..., 2&ld). That is, 0 l is
equidistant with respect to each coordinate direction, but, in general, has
different mesh sizes in the different coordinate directions. The grid points
contained in a grid 0 l are the points
x l, i :=(xl1 , i1 , ..., x ld , id) (5)
with xlj , ij :=i j } hlj=ij } 2
&lj, ij=0, ..., 2lj. On each grid 0 l or, to be precise,
on its respective inner grid points, we define the space V l of piecewise
d-linear functions,
Vl :=span[, l, i , i j=1, ..., 2
lj&1, j=1, ..., d], (6)
which is spanned by the usual d-dimensional piecewise d-linear hat
functions
, l, i(x) := ‘
d
j=1
,lj , ij (xj). (7)
Here, the one-dimensional functions ,lj , ij (xj) with support [xlj , ij&hlj ,
xlj , ij+hlj]=[(i j&1) hlj , (i j+1) hlj] can be created from a unique mother
function ,(x),
,(x) :={1&|x|0
if x # ]&1, 1[,
otherwise,
(8)
by dilation and translation, i.e.,
,lj , ij (x j) :=, \
xj&i j } hlj
hlj + . (9)
In the previous definitions and in the following, the multi-index l # Nd
indicates the level of a grid or a space or a function, respectively, whereas
the multi-index i # Nd denotes the location of a given grid point x l, i or of
the respective basis function , l, i(x).
Now, we can define the difference spaces
Wl :=V l  :
d
j=1
V l&ej , (10)
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where ej denotes the j th unit vector. To complete this definition, we for-
mally set V l :=< if lj=0 for at least one j # [1, ..., d]. These hierarchical
difference spaces allow us the definition of a multilevel subspace splitting,
i.e., the definition of the space V as a direct sum of subspaces,
V := :

l1=1
} } } :

ld=1
W(l1 , ..., ld)= 
l # Nd
W l , (11)
which is, except for completion with respect to the H1-norm, the underly-
ing Sobolev space, i.e., V =H 10(0). In the next section, we will deal with
finite dimensional subspaces of H 10(0). Note that, e.g., the choice
V ()n := 
|l|n
W l , (12)
provides a sequence of nested finite dimensional approximation spaces
V ()n /V
()
n+1 with
.

n=1
V ()n =V. (13)
As it can be easily seen from (6) and (10), the introduction of index sets I l ,
I l :=[(i1 , ..., id) # N
d, i j=1, ..., 2lj&1, ij odd, j=1, ..., d ], (14)
leads to
W l=span[, l, i , i # I l]. (15)
Therefore, the family of functions
[, l, i , i # I l , l # N
d] (16)
is just a hierarchical basis [Fa, Ys1, Ys2] of H 10(0) that generalizes the 1D
hierarchical basis of [Fa] to the d-dimensional case by means of a tensor
product approach. Note that the supports of all basis functions , l, i(x) in
(15) spanning W l are mutually disjoint. Now, any function u # H
1
0(0) can
be split accordingly by
u(x)=:
l
u l (x), u l # W l , (17)
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and
u l (x)= :
i # Il
v l, i } , l, i(x), (18)
where v l, i # R are the coefficient values of the hierarchical product basis
representation of u. Obviously, since (16) forms a basis of V or V , respec-
tively, all hierarchical coefficients v l, i are determined uniquely.
After these preliminaries, we are now able to state the following five
lemmata concerning the number of unknowns involved in each subspace,
the values of different norms of the basis functions , l, i(x), the charac-
teristics and size of the hierarchical coefficients v l, i and the norms of the
contributions u l of W l according to (18).
Lemma 1. The dimension of the subspace W l is
|W l |=2
|l&1|1. (19)
Proof. Equation (19) follows immediately from (14) and (15). K
Following the finite element terminology, let the energy norm of
u # X p0(0), p # [2, ], be defined as
&u&E :=\|0 :
d
j=1 \
u(xj)
xj +
2
dx+
12
. (20)
Lemma 2. For any basis function , l, i(x), the following equations hold:
&, l, i&=1,
&, l, i&p=\ 2p+1+
dp
} 2&|l|1p ( p1),
(21)
&, l, i&E=- 2 } \23+
(d&1)2
} 2&|l|1 2 } \ :
d
j=1
22lj+
12
.
Proof. This is a straightforward calculation (cf. [Bu1, Bu2]). K
Now, we consider the hierarchical coefficient values vl, i in more detail. They
can be computed from the function values u(xl, i ) in the following way:
vl, i=\ ‘
d
j=1
[&12 1 &
1
2]xlj , ij , lj + u=: \ ‘
d
j=1
Ixlj , ij , lj + u=: Ixl , i , l u. (22)
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This follows from the definition of the spaces Wl and their basis functions
(15). Here, as usual in multigrid terminology, Ixl, i , l denotes a d-dimensional
stencil which gives the coefficients for a linear combination of nodal values
of u, see also [Ha1].
Lemma 3. Let lj , ij (xj) :=&2
&(lj+1) } ,lj , ij (xj), and let  l, i(x) :=
>dj=1 lj , ij (xj). For any coefficient value v l, i of the hierarchical representa-
tion (17) and (18) of u # X p0(0), p # [2, ], the following relation holds:
v l, i=|
0
 l, i(x) } D
2u(x) dx. (23)
Proof. First, we look at the simplest case d=1. Partial integration
provides
|
0
lj , ij (x j) }
2u(xj)
x2j
dx
=|
xlj , ij+hlj
xlj , ij&hlj
 lj , ij (x j) }
2u(xj)
x2j
dxj
=_ lj , ij (xj) }
u(xj)
x j &
xlj , ij+hlj
xlj , ij&hlj
&|
xlj , ij+hlj
xlj , ij&hlj
lj , ij (xj)
xj
}
u(xj)
xj
dx j
=|
xlj , ij
xlj , ij&hlj
1
2
}
u(xj)
xj
dx j&|
xlj , ij+hlj
xlj , ij
1
2
}
u(x j)
x j
dx j
=Ixlj , ij , lj u,
since lj , ij (xlj , ij&hlj)=lj , ij (xlj , ij+hlj)=0 and since lj , ij (xj)xj # [
1
2 , &
1
2]
due to the construction of lj , ij and , lj , ij . The tensor product approach
leads to a straightforward generalization to d>1, which shows (23) in a
strong sense. For our case of weak derivatives, we get
v l, i=|
0
 l, i(x) } D
2u(x) dx=|
0
 l, i(x) } u(x) dx,
where  l, i(x) equals  l, i(x) in the weak sense and is just a linear combina-
tion of 3d Dirac pulses of the weights (&12, 1, &12) in each direction. K
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Lemma 4. Let u # X p0(0), p # [2, ], be given in the representation (17)
and (18). Then, the following estimates for the hierarchical coefficient values
v l, i hold,
|v l, i|2
&d } 2&2 } |l|1 } |u| ,
(24)
|v l, i |2
&d } ( 23)
d2 } 2&32 } |l|1 } &/ l, i } D2u&2 ,
where / l, i(x) is the characteristic function of the support of , l, i(x).
Proof. With (23), (21), and with the definition of  l, i , we get
|v l, i |= } |0  l, i(x) } D2u(x) dx }
&l, i&1 } &/ l, i } D
2u&
=2&d } 2&|l|1 } &, l, i&1 } |/ l, i } u|
2&d } 2&2 } |l|1 } |u| .
For the second bound, the CauchySchwarz inequality provides
|v l, i |= } |0  l, i(x) } D2u(x) dx }
& l, i&2 } &/ l, i } D
2u&2
=2&d } 2&|l|1 } &, l, i&2 } &/ l, i } D
2u&2 ,
which, with (21), is the desired result. K
Lemma 5. Let u # X p0(0), p # [2, ], be given in the representation (17)
and (18). Then, the following estimates for its components u l # W l hold:
&u l&2
&d } 2&2 } |l|1 } |u| ,
(25)
&u l&23
&d } 2&2 } |l|1 } |u|2 ,
&u l&E
1
2 } 12(d&1)2
} 2&2 } |l|1 } \ :
d
j=1
22 } lj+
12
} |u|  ,
&u l&E- 3 } 3&d } 2&2 } |l|1 } \ :
d
j=1
22 } lj+
12
} |u|2 .
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Proof. Since the supports of all basis functions ,l, i contributing to u l in
the representation (18) are mutually disjoint, the first estimate follows
immediately from the respective statements in (21) and (24). For the
estimate concerning the L2-norm, we get with the same argument of
disjoint supports and with (21) and (24)
&u l&
2
2=" :i # Il v l, i } , l, i"
2
2
= :
i # Il
|v l, i |
2 } &, l, i&
2
2
 :
i # Il
1
6d
} 2&3 } |l|1 } &/ l, i } D2u&22 } \23+
d
} 2&|l|1
=9&d } 2&4 } |l|1 } &D2u&22 .
Finally, analogous calculations based on the disjoint supports and on the
corresponding relations from (21) and (24) lead to the respective estimates
for &ul&E . K
Concerning the energy estimates in Lemma 5, note that the order of
&u l&E may depend on which semi-norm is used for the bounds of |v l, i |
(cf. Lemma 4). For both | } | and | } |2 , we get 2
&2 } |l|1. However, note that
for | } |1 defined in an analogous way, only a bound of the order 2
&32 } |l|1
can be given.
3. INTERPOLATION IN FINITE DIMENSIONAL SPACES
We now turn to finite dimensional subspaces of H 10(0). With the help of
the hierarchical multilevel splitting (11) introduced in the previous section,
different subspaces can be characterized easily using the level multi-index l.
To this end, we basically switch from taking into account all levels l1 to
finite sets of active levels in the summation (17). For a given parameter
n # N, e.g., one possible choice has already been introduced in (12):
V ()n = 
|l|n
W l . (26)
The finite dimensional subspace V ()n is just the usual space of piecewise
d-linear functions on the regular grid 0n } 1 with equidistant mesh size hn=
2&n in each coordinate direction. It is a well-known fact that the dimension
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of this space (i.e., the number of inner grid points in the underlying grid
note that we work with subspaces of H 10(0)) is
|V ()n |=(2
n&1)d=O(2d } n). (27)
We have the following results for the error u&u ()n of the interpolant u
()
n
of u in V ()n :
Lemma 6. For u # X p0(0), p # [2, ], the following estimates for the
different norms of u&u ()n hold:
&u&u ()n &
d
6d
} 2&2n } |u|=O(h2n),
&u&u ()n &2
d
9d
} 2&2n } |u|2=O(h2n),
(28)
&u&u ()n &E
d 32
2 } 3(d&1)2 } 6d&1
} 2&n } |u|=O(hn),
&u&u ()n &E
d 32
- 3 } 9d&1
} 2&n } |u|2=O(hn).
Proof. We show the bound for the L -norm. From (25), we get
&u&u ()n & :
|l|>n
&u l&

1
2d
} |u| } :
|l|>n
2&2 } |l|1
=
1
2d
} |u| } \:l 4
&|l|1& :
|l|n
4&|l|1+
=
1
2d
} |u| } \ 13d&\ :
n
i=1
4&i+
d
+
=
1
2d
} |u| }
1
3d
} (1&(1&4&n)d )

d
6d
} |u| } 4&n.
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The L2-proof can be obtained in the same way. For the error with respect
to the energy norm, (25) leads to
&u&u ()n &E
d 12
2 } 12(d&1)2
} |u|  } :
|l|>n
2&2 } |l|1 } max
1 jd
2lj

d 32
2 } 12(d&1)2
} |u| } :
|l|=l1>n
2&2 } |l|1 } 2 l1
=
d 32
2 } 12(d&1)2
} |u| } :
l1>n
2&l1 } \ :
l1
lj=1
4&lj+
d&1

d 32
2 } 12(d&1)2
} |u| }
1
3d&1
} 2&n,
and an analogous argument provides the second bound. K
Note that our regularity assumptions differ from those of standard finite
element theory (cf. [SF], e.g.), but without effects on the order of accuracy.
If we look at the cost and at the benefit of a certain hierarchical sub-
space, two observations are crucial. First, (19) indicates that subspaces W l
with fixed |l| 1 cost the same, i.e., they involve the same number of grid
points or degrees of freedom. Second, we learn from (25) that the benefit
of all W l with fixed |l| 1 , i.e., their contribution to the interpolant with
respect to the L2- or the L-norm, is of the same order of magnitude, too.
FIG. 1. Sparse grids: regular example (left) and adaptive one (right).
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Therefore, it turns out to be more reasonable to define finite dimensional
subspaces of H 10(0) based on |l|1 rather than on |l| as in (12):
V (1)n := 
|l|1n+d&1
W l . (29)
The grids corresponding to the approximation spaces V (1)n are called sparse
grids and have been studied in detail in [Ze, Bu1, Bu2, Gr1, Gr2, GSZ,
GZZ, BD, BDZ]. Examples of sparse grids (a regular two-dimensional and
an adaptively refined three-dimensional one) are given in Fig. 1.
The following lemma provides a formula for the number of inner grid
points in a sparse grid.
Lemma 7. The dimension of the space V (1)n is given by
|V (1)n |= :
n&1
i=0
2i } \d&1+id&1 +
=(&1)d+2n } :
d&1
i=0 \
n+d&1
i + } (&2)d&1&i
=2n } \ n
d&1
(d&1)!
+O(nd&2)+ . (30)
Proof. With (19) and (29), we get
|V (1)n |= } 
|l|1n+d&1
W l }
= :
|l|1n+d&1
2 |l&1|1
= :
n+d&1
i=d
2 i&d :
|l|1=i
1
= :
n+d&1
i=d
2 i&d } \ i&1d&1+
= :
n&1
i=0
2i } \d&1+id&1 + ,
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since there are ( i&1d&1) possibilities to form the sum i with d natural numbers.
Furthermore,
:
n&1
i=0
2 i } \d&1+id&1 +
=
1
(d&1)!
} :
n&1
i=0
(x i+d&1) (d&1) }x=2
=
1
(d&1)!
} \xd&1 } 1&x
n
1&x +
(d&1)
} x=2
=
1
(d&1)!
} :
d&1
i=0 \
d&1
i + } (xd&1&xn+d&1) (i) } \
1
1&x+
(d&1&i)
} x=2
=(&1)d+2n } :
d&1
i=0 \
n+d&1
i + } (&2)d&1&i,
from which the statement concerning the order and the leading coefficient
follows immediately. K
For a comparison of the cost of full grid spaces V ()n and sparse grid
spaces V (1)n , (30) has to be compared with (27). On the other hand, we
have to look at the interpolation accuracy that can be obtained on sparse
grids. For that, we deal with the interpolation error u&u (1)n of the sparse
grid interpolant u (1)n # V
(1)
n which, due to (17) and (29), can be written as
u&u (1)n =:
l
u l& :
|l|1n+d&1
u l= :
|l|1>n+d&1
u l .
Therefore, for any norm & }&, we have
&u&u (1)n & :
|l|1>n+d&1
&u l&. (31)
The following Lemma 8 will conclude the preliminaries for the estimates of
the interpolation error with respect to the different norms we are interested
in. First, we define for d, n # N
A(d, n) := :
d&1
k=0 \
n+d&1
k +=
nd&1
(d&1)!
+O(nd&2). (32)
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Lemma 8. For purposes of summation over all grid points x l, i with
corresponding basis functions , l, i  V
(1)
n , we obtain for arbitrary s # N
:
|l|1>n+d&1
2&s } |l|1=2&s } n } 2&s } d } :

i=0
2&s } i } \n+i+d&1d&1 +
2&s } n } 2&s } d } 2 } A(d, n). (33)
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 7, we get
:
|l|1>n+d&1
2&s } |l|1= :

i=n+d
2&s } i } :
|l|1=i
1
= :

i=n+d
2&s } i } \ i&1d&1+
=2&s } n } 2&s } d } :

i=0
2&s } i } \n+i+d&1d&1 + .
Since
:

i=0
xi } \n+i+d&1d&1 +=
x&n
(d&1)!
} \ :

i=0
xn+i+d&1+
(d&1)
=
x&n
(d&1)!
} \xn+d&1 } 11&x+
(d&1)
=
x&n
(d&1)!
} :
d&1
k=0 \
d&1
k + } (xn+d&1) (k) } \
1
1&x+
(d&1&k)
= :
d&1
k=0 \
n+d&1
k + } \
x
1&x+
d&1&k
}
1
1&x
,
we get with x :=2&s:
:

i=0
2&s } i } \n+i+d&1d&1 +2 } :
d&1
k=0 \
n+d&1
k +=2 } A(d, n). K
Finally, (25) from Lemma 5 and (33) from Lemma 8 lead to the main
result of this section.
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Theorem 1. For the L -, the L2-, and the energy norm, the following
upper bounds of the interpolation error of a function u # X p0(0), p # [2, ],
in the sparse grid space V (1)n hold:
&u&u (1)n &
2 } |u|
8d
} 2&2n } A(d, n)=O(h2n } n
d&1),
&u&u (1)n &2
2 } |u|2
12d
} 2&2n } A(d, n)=O(h2n } n
d&1),
(34)
&u&u (1)n &E
d } |u|
2 } 3(d&1)2 } 4d&1
} 2&n=O(hn),
&u&u (1)n &E
d } |u|2
- 3 } 6d&1
} 2&n=O(hn).
Proof. With (25), (31), and (33) for s=2, we get
&u&u (1)n & :
|l|1>n+d&1
&u l&

|u|
2d
} :
|l|1>n+d&1
2&2 } |l|1

2 } |u|
8d
} 2&2n } A(d, n)
and, analogously, the corresponding result for the L2-norm. Concerning
the energy norm, we have
&u&u (1)n &E :
|l|1>n+d&1
&u l&E

|u|
2 } 12(d&1)2
} :
|l|1>n+d&1
4&|l|1 } \ :
d
j=1
4 lj+
12
=
|u|
2 } 12(d&1)2
} :

i=n+d
4&i } :
|l|1=i
\ :
d
j=1
4lj+
12

|u|
2 } 12(d&1)2
} :

i=n+d
d } 2&i
=
d } |u|
2 } 3(d&1)2 } 4d&1
} 2&n,
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because
:
|l|1=i
\ :
d
j=1
4lj+
12
d } 2i
(complete induction with respect to d ). The second energy estimate can be
obtained in exactly the same way, starting from the respective bound in
Lemma 6. K
In recent years, the sparse grid spaces V (1)n have been studied in detail,
the focus being on both theoretical and algorithmic aspects as well as on
applications in computational fluid dynamics. For further information, see
[BD, BDZ, Gr2, GHZ, GO1, GSZ, GZZ] and the references therein.
Note that, in the definition of the discrete spaces V ()n and V
(1)
n introduced
up to now, we used the discrete | } | - and | } |1 -norm of the multi-index l
in the summation. Of course, the range of possibilities how to choose sub-
sets of [l # Nd ] is much larger, resulting in more complicated summation
domains and, thus, different grid structures. Such more general choices of
finite index subsets will be the focus of the next section.
4. SPARSE GRIDS BASED ON THE ENERGY NORM
In the previous section, sparse grids and their underlying approximation
spaces V (1)n have been introduced according to simple cost-accuracy
considerations: Subspaces W l with a number of degrees of freedom that is
large in relation to the improvement of accuracy induced by them have
been removed from V ()n . Now, we want to give a formal motivation for
definition (29) and, furthermore, derive more general sparse grid spaces
depending on the norm in which the error is measured. Actually, the choice
of some kind of an optimal grid is a restricted minimization problem: Find
a grid (i.e., an approximation space Vn consisting of certain subspaces W l)
such that the interpolation error or a suitable error bound with respect to
the respective norm is minimal for some fixed cost (number of grid points).
We can characterize such a Vn via the index set I :=[l : W l # Vn], and we
can restrict the range of possible subspaces W l to Imax :=[l : |l|N ] with
N sufficiently large without loss of generality. If we arrange the indices l
from Imax in some linear order, our optimization problem can be formulated
as a classical binary knapsack problem:
max
x
cTx with aTxb. (35)
Here, a and c are both vectors of natural numbers of length M :=(2N&1)d.
The components ai denote the subspaces’ dimension |W l | (i.e., the cost
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induced by W l), the ci are just the squared and suitably scaled upper error
bounds of the subspaces’ contributions to the overall interpolant according
to Lemma 5, and b is nothing but the given bound for the overall work
count. Note that, without any influence on the optimization process, we
use scaled squares of the upper bounds in order to ensure ci # N. The
binary vector x # [0, 1]M, finally, indicates which subspaces W l do belong
to our approximation space Vn and which ones do not. Now, it is a well-
known result from combinatorial optimization that, for rational xi # [0, 1],
the following algorithm provides an optimal solution x (which has, in
general, nothing to do with the optimal binary solution, however; see
[MT], e.g.):
(1) rearrange the components such that c1 a1c2 a2 } } } cMaM ;
(2) define r :=max[ j :  ji=1 aib];
(3) set x1 := } } } :=xr :=1; xr+2 := } } } :=xM :=0; xr+1 :=(b&
ri=1 ai)ar+1 ;
Since we can choose our work count b arbitrarily, xr+1=1 and, thus,
x # [0, 1]M can be guaranteed. Consequently, we are able to get an optimal
binary solution for our knapsack problem (35). Concerning our search for
optimal grids, the crucial point is the fact that the overall optimization
process on Imax can be reduced to the discussion of the quotients
# l, & }& :=
value& }&(W l)
cost(W l)
:=
&u l&2
|W l |
(36)
that indicate the cost-benefit or cost-accuracy ratio of a subspace W l with
respect to a given norm & }&. That is, for an optimal grid in this sense, it
is the appropriate choice to take into account those W l with the biggest
values # l, & }& or those W l , respectively, with # l, & }& bigger than some
prescribed threshold _& }&(n), where _& }&(n) is chosen to be of the order of
# l , & }& with l :=(n, 1, ..., 1), e.g. For the interpolation error with respect to
the L2- or to the L -norm, (19) and (25) lead to
# l, =
2&4 } |l|1 } |u| 2
4d } 2 |l&1|1
=
1
2d
} 2&5 } |l|1 } |u| 2 ,
(37)
# l, 2=
2&4 } |l|1 } |u| 22
9d } 2 |l&1|1
=\29+
d
} 2&5 } |l|1 } |u| 22 .
Thus, if we use all subspaces W l for approximation where # l, & }&_& }&(n) with
_(n) :=# l , =
1
2d
} 2&5 } (n+d&1) } |u| 2
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and
_2(n) :=# l , 2=\29+
d
} 2&5 } (n+d&1) } |u| 22 ,
respectively, we obtain the relation |l|1<n+d&1. This just leads to the
definition of the standard sparse grid space V (1)n in (29). Therefore, our
heuristic sparse grid approach of the previous section is optimal in this
cost-benefit setting with respect to both the L - and the L2 -norm.
Now, if we base the approach (36) on the energy norm, (19) and (25)
result in
# l, E=
3
6d
} 2&5 } |l|1 } :
d
j=1
4lj } |u| 2 (38)
or a corresponding formula involving | } |2 . Since there is nothing different
with respect to the order terms (i.e., the terms containing |l|1), we restrict
ourselves to the case of (38). Thus, following the rule # l, E_E(n) with
_E (n) :=# l , E=
3
6d
} 2&5 } (n+d&1) } (4n+4 } (d&1)) } |u| 2 ,
we can define a new sparse grid space V (E )n which is based on the energy
norm:
V (E )n := 
|l|1&15 } log2(
d
j=1 4
lj)(n+d&1)&15 } log2(4
n+4d&4)
W l . (39)
Lemma 9. The sparse grid space V (E )n is a subspace of V
(1)
n , and its
dimension fulfills
|V (E )n |2
n }
d
2
} ed=O(2n)=O(h&1n ). (40)
Proof. First, for subspaces W l with |l|1=n+d&1+i, i # N, we have
|l| 1&
1
5 } log2 \ :
d
j=1
4lj+n+d&1+i& 15 } log2(4n+i+4d&4)
n+d&1+i& 15 } log2(4
i(4n+4d&4))
>n+d&1& 15 } log2(4
n+4d&4).
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Therefore, no W l with |l| 1>n+d&1 can belong to V
(E )
n . Consequently, we
get V (E )n V
(1)
n and |V
(E )
n ||V
(1)
n | for all n # N. Starting from that, (19)
provides
|V (E )n |= :
n&1
i=0
:
|l|1=n+d&1&i, 
d
j=1 4
lj(4n+4d&4)32i
|W l |
=2n }
1
2
} :
n&1
i=0
2&i } :
|l|1=n+d&1&i, 
d
j=1 4
lj(4n+4d&4)32i
1
=2n }
1
2
} lim
n  
:
n&1
i=0
2&i } :
|l|1=n+d&1&i, 
d
j=1 4
lj(4n+4d&4)32i
1
=2n }
1
2
} lim
n  
:
n&1
i=0
2&i } d } \d&1&w1.5ixd&1 + ,
since it can be shown that, for n  , our energy-based sparse grid and the
grid resulting from the second condition |l|n&w2.5ix for the inner sum
instead of
:
d
j=1
4lj
4n+4d&4
32i
are the same, and since there exist
\d&1+w1.5ixd&1 +
such subspaces W l with |l|=l1 . Consequently, we obtain
|V (E )n |2
n }
d
2
} :

i=0
2&(23) i } \d&1+id&1 +
=2n }
d
2
} (1&2&23)&d
2n }
d
2
} ed,
since i=0 x
i } ( k+ik )=(1&x)
&k&1 for k # N0 and 0<x<1. K
Note that, apart from providing an upper bound on |V (E )n | for arbitrary
n and d, (40) indicates the asymptotic behaviour for n   and d  . In
this asymptotic sense, (40) is sharp.
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TABLE I
Dimension of V ()n , V
(1)
n , and V
(E )
n for Different Values of d and n
d=2 d=3 d=4
n=10 n=20 n=10 n=20 n=10 n=20
V ()n 1.05 } 10
6 1.10 } 1012 1.07 } 109 1.15 } 1018 1.10 } 1012 1.21 } 1024
V (1)n 9217 1.99 } 10
7 47103 2.00 } 108 1.78 } 105 1.41 } 109
V (E )n 3841 4.72 } 10
6 10495 1.68 } 107 24321 5.27 } 107
Table I compares the dimensions of the standard full grid approximation
space V ()n with both sparse grid spaces V
(1)
n and V
(E )
n for d # [2, 3, 4] and
n # [10, 20]. The sparse grid effect is obvious already for V (1)n . For higher
values of d, the advantages of V (E )n become evident.
Theorem 2. The energy norm of the interpolation error of a function
u # X p0(0), p # [2, ], in the sparse grid space V
(E )
n is bounded by
&u&u (E )n &E
d } |u| 
3(d&1)2 } 4d&1
} \12+\
5
2+
d&1
+ } 2&n=O(hn),
(41)
&u&u (E )n &E
2 } d } |u| 2
- 3 } 6d&1
} \12+\
5
2+
d&1
+ } 2&n=O(hn).
Proof. First, since
&u&u (E )n &E&u&u
(1)
n &E+&u
(1)
n &u
(E )
n &E ,
and since we know from Theorem 1 that &u&u (1)n &E is of the order O(hn),
we can restrict ourselves to &u (1)n &u (E )n &E . For that, it can be shown that,
for i # N0 , each W l with |l|1=n+d&1&i and |l| n&2.5i is a subspace
of V (E)n . Therefore, we obtain with (25)
&u (1)n &u
(E)
n &E :
WlV n
(1)  V n
(E )
&u l&E
 :
i*
i=0
:
|l|1=n+d&1&i, |l|<n&2.5i
&u l&E

|u|
2 } 12(d&1)2
} :
i*
i=0
:
|l|1=n+d&1&i, |l|<n&2.5i
4&|l|1 } \ :
d
j=1
4lj+
12
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|u|
2 } 12(d&1)2
} 4&n&d+1 } :
i*
i=0
4i
_ :
|l|1=n+d&1&i, |l|<n&2.5i
\ :
d
j=1
2 lj+

|u|
2 } 12(d&1)2
} 4&n&d+1 } :
i*
i=0
4i } :
n&1&w2.5ix
j=1
d
_\n+d&2&i& jd&2 + } 2 j
=
|u|
2 } 12(d&1)2
} 4&n&d+1 } :
i*
i=0
4i } :
n&1&w2.5ix
k=1
d
_\d&2+w1.5ix+kd&2 + } 2n&w2.5ix&k
=
d } |u|
2 } 12(d&1)2
} 4&(d&1) } 2&n } :
i*
i=0
2&wi2x
_ :
n&1&w2.5ix
k=1 \
d&2+w1.5ix+k
d&2 + } 2&k

d } |u|
2 } 12(d&1)2
} 4&(d&1) } 2&n } 2 } 5d&1
=
d } |u|
3(d&1)2 } 4d&1
} \52+
d&1
} 2&n,
where 0i*n&1 is the maximum value of i for which the set of indices
l with |l|1=n+d&1&i and |l| <n&2.5i is not empty. Together with
(34) from Theorem 1, we get the first result and, in a completely analogous
way, the second one, too. K
Though we have only derived upper bounds for the energy norm of the
interpolation errors, it is helpful to compare the respective results (28) from
Lemma 6, (34) from Theorem 1, and (41) for our three discrete approxima-
tion spaces V ()n , V
(1)
n , and V
(E )
n . Table II shows that there is no asymptotic
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TABLE II
d-Depending Constants in the Bounds for &u&u ( } )n &E (Multiply with |u|  } 2&n (First Row) or
|u|2 } 2&n (Second Row) to Get the Respective Bounds)
V ()n V
(1)
n V
(E )
n
d 32
2 } 3(d&1)2 } 6d&1
d
2 } 3(d&1)2 } 4d&1
d
3(d&1)2 } 4d&1
} \12+\52+
d&1
+
d 32
- 3 } 9d&1
d
- 3 } 6d&1
2 } d
- 3 } 6d&1
} \12+\52+
d&1
+
growth with respect to d, neither for the full grid case nor for our two
sparse grid spaces.
As the first main result of this section, note that the dimension of the
sparse grid space V (E )n is of the order O(2
n) without any polynomial term
in n as we have it for V (1)n (cf. Lemma 7 and Lemma 9). On the other hand,
the interpolation error with respect to the energy norm is of the order
O(2&n) for both spaces V (E)n and V
(1)
n (cf. Theorem 1 and Theorem 2).
Though there is still some d-dependence in the factors that are constant
with respect to n, we learn from the following theorem that, at least for the
representation of functions and at least for the case of X 0 (0) and | } | , we
have overcome the curse of dimension.
Theorem 3. Let ===(hn) denote the accuracy of the interpolant u (E )n of
some u # X 0 (0) in the energy-based sparse grid space V
(E )
n . For those =,
computing u (E )n needs
N(=)Cd } |u| } =&1 (42)
grid points with Cd uniformly bounded in d.
Proof. Lemma 9 says
N(hn)=N(2&n)2n }
d
2
} ed,
and Theorem 2 provides
=(hn)==(2&n)
d } |u| 
3(d&1)2 } 4d&1
} \12+\
5
2+
d&1
+ } 2&n.
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Thus, we obtain for ===(hn)
N(=)=&1 }
d 2 } |u| } ed
2 } 3(d&1)2 } 4d&1
} \12+\
5
2+
d&1
+
==&1 }
d 2 } |u| } e
2
} \\ 5 } e- 3 } 8+
d&1
+
1
2
} \ e- 3 } 4+
d&1
+
==&1 } |u| } Cd
with Cd<2012. K
Note that, for X 20(0) and | } |2 , the corresponding coefficient Cd is about
1.14d and, thus, still grows exponentially in d.
In the next section, we finally deal with the solution of the Poisson
equation.
5. SOLUTION OF THE POISSON EQUATION
Now, we turn to the Poisson equation &2u= f on the d-dimensional
unit cube 0=]0, 1[ d with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The solution u is supposed to be in one of our spaces X p0(0), p # [2, ].
We start from the weak formulation
find u # Vn such that a(u, v)=( f, v) \v # Vn (43)
with an appropriate finite dimensional space Vn (i.e., V ()n , V
(1)
n , or V
(E )
n ),
and we denote the respective solution by uFEn . The bilinear form a( } , } ) is
given by
a(u, v) :=|
0
:
d
j=1
u
x j
}
v
xj
dx,
and the energy norm (20) is just the norm naturally induced by a( } , } ).
Then, as usual in the finite element approach [SF], the previous estimates
for the interpolation error lead to upper bounds for the error of the finite
element solution uEFn .
Lemma 10. Let uEF, (k)n be the finite element solution of (43) in V
(k)
n ,
k # [, 1, E]. With respect to the energy norm, the error of this
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approximate solution is bounded by the error of any v(k)n # V
(k)
n , especially by
the error of the interpolant u (k)n :
&u&uFE, (k)n &E&u&u
(k)
n &E=O(hn). (44)
Proof. This follows from the best approximation property of the finite
element solution (Ce a’s lemma, cf. [SF]) and from the bounds for the
interpolation error in (28), (34), and (41). K
Lemma 10 provides the desired result for the accuracy of our full and
sparse grid finite element solutions uFE, (k)n # V
(k)
n . Now, the remaining issue
is the cost of computing uFE, (k)n . Since, for this task, we want to obtain an
optimal result with O( |V (k)n | ) operations, we have to concentrate on the
solver to be applied.
On uniform grids, i.e., in the space V ()n , multigrid methods [Ha2, Br],
multilevel methods [BPX, Os, Gr2], or (pre-)wavelet techniques [DK,
GO2, St] are known to be optimal. This means that, in each iteration step
of the method, the error is reduced at least by a factor ‘<1 which is
independent of both n and, thus, the problem size |V ()n |. If e
IT
n denotes the
error after the ITth iteration step, we get
&eITn &‘ } &e
IT&1
n &‘
IT } &e0n&. (45)
Consequently, the number IT of iterations that are necessary to compute
an approximation to the discrete solution up to some prescribed relative
accuracy % is |log‘ %|. Since one iteration step entails O( |V ()n | ) operations,
we obtain an overall complexity of O( |log‘ %| } |V ()n | ). Of course, for a
system of linear equations that stems from a discretization of a PDE, it
does not make sense to iterate beyond the discretization error. Therefore,
with %=O(hn), an optimal solver results in a complexity of the order
O(n } |V ()n | ).
Now, for the sparse grid space V (1)n , the standard multiplicative multigrid
approach is less straightforward, and the algorithms must be adjusted
properly. For examples of multigrid methods on sparse grids, see [Gr1,
GZZ, Pf, He]. Note that there is a close relation to multigrid methods
based on multiple coarse grids [Mu], the frequency decomposition multi-
grid method [Ha3, Ha4], and its derivatives [NR] and grandchildren
[Den1, Den2, He]. Numerical experiments show that these sparse grid
solvers work as expected, i.e., the number of operations per iteration step
is proportional to |V (1)n |, and the convergence rate ‘ is independent of n.
A rigorous convergence theory like for the full grid case should be possible
in a straightforward way, but, as far as we know, does not yet exist for
these (multiplicative) multigrid methods.
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However, things are different for the additive case. In [GO1], the
generalization of the additive multilevel BPX-preconditioner [BPX] to
V (1)n is presented, together with a complete convergence analysis. It is
shown that the condition number of the suitably preconditioned sparse grid
system matrix does not depend on n. Furthermore, the matrix vector
product with the system matrix and the action of the preconditioner can be
implemented to need O( |V (1)n | ) operations, see [Bu1, GO1, GO2]. Thus, a
gradient method or a related solver results in a complexity of O( |V (1)n | } n),
if we iterate up to discretization accuracy O(hn) with respect to the energy
norm. Note that, for steepest descent, e.g., we get ‘=(4&*)(4+*) in
(45) with 4, * being the largest and the smallest eigenvalue of the precondi-
tioned system matrix. For V (E )n , such a straightforward generalization of
the BPX-method is not available. In [GO2], we considered a precondi-
tioner based on a prewavelet approach. It consists of a transformation
from the prewavelet basis to the hierarchical basis (16), its transpose, and
a simple scaling operator. The condition number of the prewavelet trans-
formed system matrix for the full grid space V ()n has been shown to be
bounded by a constant independent of n. Since nothing but a basis trans-
formation is performed, a switch to a subspace like V (1)n or V
(E )
n results just
in the restriction to the corresponding minor block of the system matrix
with respect to the prewavelet transformed system. Then, from linear
algebra, we know that the condition number of any minor block is
bounded by a constant independent of n. Finally, note that the action of
both the corresponding system matrices and the prewavelet preconditioners
can be implemented to need O( |V ()n | ), O( |V
(1)
n | ), or O( |V
(E )
n | ) operations,
respectively. Thus, for each space V (k)n , k # [, 1, E], we can construct a
solver of complexity O( |V (k)n | } n), if we only iterate until discretization
accuracy O(hn) with respect to the energy norm is reached. Altogether, we
can summarize the above discussion in the following theorem:
Theorem 4. The linear system resulting from the discretization of (43) in
the space V (k)n , k # [, 1, E], can be solved by an optimal multilevel method
(a prewavelet preconditioned gradient method [GO2] with ‘<1 independent
of n, e.g.) up to a relative error of the order O(hn) (discretization error) with
O( |V (k)n | } n) operations.
Proof. See [GO2] and the arguments above. K
In the final part of this section, we show how one can get rid of the
n-term in the complexity estimate of Theorem 4. To this end, we apply a
trick which has been used already for some time by numerical analysts and
engineers to accelerate the computations: We embed our optimal multilevel
solver in a nested iteration scheme. The basic idea is to avoid to start the
solution process on the finest level n of discretization with an arbitrary
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start value, but to use a good approximation instead which has been gained
before on the next coarser level of discretization by making one or a few
iteration steps of the optimal solver there. The recursive extension of this
process results in the following algorithm [KD]:
let u~ FE, (k)1 =u~
0, (k)
1 # V
(k)
1 be an (arbitrary) start value on level 1;
(46)
for l :=2 to n:
u~ 0, (k)l :=P
l&1
l u~
FE, (k)
l&1 ; (start value on level l )
for i :=1 to ml :
apply one iteration step of our optimal method on level l;
the result is u~ FE, (k)l ;
Here, P l&1l : V
(k)
l&1  V
(k)
l denotes a suitable prolongation. Note that this
scheme is not an iterative method, but describes a finite process. Since we
use an optimal iterative method on each level, the numbers ml of iteration
steps can be chosen to be independent of l, i.e., ml :=m for all levels l.
We now consider a hierarchy of problems (43) on V (k)l , l=1, ..., n,
k # [, 1, E]. Though, for V (1)n and V
(E)
n , this hierarchy is not as straight-
forward as it is for V ()n , it can be defined via the natural refinement
parameter n. On each level l, the exact solution u is approximated by
uFE, (k)l with a consistency order O(hl), i.e.,
&u&uFE, (k)l &Ec } hl .
Then, by means of the triangle inequality, the solutions on two successive
levels of discretization should differ by O(hl+hl&1). This results in the
condition
&uFE, (k)l &P
l&1
l u
FE, (k)
l&1 &Ec1 } hl . (47)
Furthermore, if we can bound &P l&1l &E } hl&1 hl from above by a constant
independent of l,
&Pl&1l &E }
h l&1
hl
c2 , (48)
we can formulate the following lemma (see also [Ha5, Sect. 10.5.2]):
Lemma 11. Let m be sufficiently large such that
c2 } ‘ m<1 (49)
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is fulfilled. Then, the nested iteration (46) produces u~ FE, (k)l for all l, 1ln,
with error bounds
&u~ FE, (k)l &u
FE, (k)
l &c3(‘
m) } c1 } hl , (50)
where
c3(‘ m) :=
‘m
1&c2 } ‘m
, (51)
if the start value u~ FE, (k)1 fulfills (50) with l=1.
Proof. Following [Ha5, Sect. 10.5.2], we make a complete induction
over l. As a prerequisite, (50) is valid for l=1. Now, assume that (50) holds
for all levels up to l&1. For the error &u~ 0, (k)l &uFE, (k)l &E of the starting
value u~ 0, (k)l on level l, we get
&u~ 0, (k)l &u
FE, (k)
l &E=&P
l&1
l u~
FE, (k)
l&1 &u
FE, (k)
l &E
&Pl&1l u
FE, (k)
l&1 &u
FE, (k)
l &E+&P
l&1
l (u~
FE, (k)
l&1 &u
FE, (k)
l&1 )&E
c1 } hl+&P l&1l &E } &u~ FE, (k)l&1 &uFE, (k)l&1 &E by (47)
c1 } hl+&P l&1l &E } c3(‘
m) } c1 } h l&1 by (50)
c1 } hl } (1+c2 } c3(‘m)) by (48).
According to (45), m iteration steps reduce this initial error to
&u~ FE, (k)l &u
FE, (k)
l &E‘
m } &u~ 0, (k)l &u
FE, (k)
l &E ,
and, using (51), we finally obtain
&u~ FE, (k)l &u
FE, (k)
l &E‘
m } c1 } hl } (1+c2 } c3(‘m))
=c1 } hl }
‘m
1&c2 } ‘ m
=c1 } hl } c3(‘m). K
We learn from (50) that, up to the factor c3(‘ m), the bound for the itera-
tion error (50) is equivalent to the bound for the discretization error (47).
Due to our choice of the standard prolongation with &P l&1l &E=1 and
hl=hl&1 2, (48) is fulfilled for c2=2. Thus, we get c3(‘m)=‘m(1&2 } ‘m).
Then, for any optimal method with contraction number ‘<12, condition
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(49) is fulfilled already for m=1, i.e., just one single iteration step is
necessary on each level l in the nested iteration algorithm. Moreover, for
‘=13, we even obtain c3(‘1)=1, and the bounds for iteration error and
discretization error are the same.
Regarding the overall work count, we stated already that the cost per
iteration is proportional to |V (k)l |, l=1, ..., n. Furthermore, the cost
involved in the prolongation is also at most proportional to |V (k)l |,
k # [, 1, E]. Finally, we get the following theorem:
Theorem 5. The linear system resulting from the discretization of (43) in
the space V (k)n , k # [, 1, E], is solved by the nested iteration process (46)
with any optimal inner iteration (‘<1 independent of l ) up to a relative error
of the order O(hn) of the discretization error using O( |V (k)n | ) operations only.
Proof.
c } 2d } l c } 2 } 2d } n
:
n
l=1
|V (k)l | :
n
l=1 {c1 } 2l } l d&1{c1 } 2 } 2n } nd&1cE } 2 l cE } 2 } 2n
O(2d } n), k=
={O(2n } nd&1), k=1O(2n), k=E.
Here, c , c1 , and cE are constants which depend on d (see the respective
results in (27), Lemma 7, and Lemma 9), but not on n. Thus, the overall
cost is of the order O( |V (k)n | ), k # [, 1, E]. K
Theorem 5 finally shows that, for the solution of the Poisson equation,
the =-complexity of the energy-based sparse grid approach, i.e., the amount
of work necessary to reach an accuracy ==O(hn) in V (E)n , is of the order
O(=&1), without any log-terms in =. However, in contrast to Theorem 3
dealing with the complexity of the problem of approximation, where the
constant factor is uniformly bounded in d, there is no result concerning the
behaviour of the constant factors in Theorem 5 with respect to d.
6. DISCUSSION OF THE COMPLEXITY
Up to now, as already mentioned in the introduction, the smoothness
requirements have been supposed to be fulfilled by the solution u, i.e.,
u # X p0(0). Though the spaces themselves are a quite usual choice in this
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context, especially for p=2, this is a major difference in comparison with
related work concerning the =-complexity of solving the Poisson equation,
such as (e.g.) [We]. There, usually, the smoothness of the data (i.e., of the
right-hand side f ) is taken into account. Therefore, the respective results
cannot be compared directly. However, in order to make things clear, we
want to provide at least some links between both points of view.
Concerning the data f, the task is to characterize the space Y(0) in
which the right-hand sides f live for all situations of u # X 2(0). Obviously,
we have Y(0)#X 2(0). The other way round, concerning the solutions u,
we have to define spaces Z(0) that fulfill u # Z(0) if and only if f # X 2(0).
Since, roughly speaking, u is smoother than f, we get Z(0)/X 2(0).
Recently, [GK] has provided the result
Z(0)=[u # L2(0) : D:+ej u # L2(0), |:|2, j=1, ..., d ].
From
Z(0)/X 2(0)/Y(0),
we can learn that smoothness requirements of the type f # X 2(0) are
stronger than supposing u # X 2(0). Starting from the first ones, [We]
obtains an =-complexity of the order 3(=&12 } |log =| # } d) for some positive
constant #, whereas the result of this paper is an upper bound on the
=-complexity of the order O(=&1), which means a worse =-exponent due to
more general regularity assumptions, but there is no d-dependence in the
=-terms. Note that the constant factor still grows in d. For the mere
approximation problem in the (more restrictive) space X (0), however,
the constant factor is uniformly bounded in d (cf. Theorem 3).
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we showed how the Poisson equation on the d-dimen-
sional unit cube can be solved with a given accuracy = in a storage and
work count complexity of O(=&1), if the solution u and, thus, the right-
hand side f live in appropriate spaces of bounded mixed derivatives. Conse-
quently, except for the constant factor in the case of L2 -bounded
derivatives, there is no dependence on the problem’s dimension d. The
crucial point of our approach is the fact that the log-terms known from the
standard sparse grid or Smolyak context can be eliminated by a further
sparsening process following an energy-based cost-benefit optimization.
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Of course, these results are not restricted to the Poisson case. At least for
linear information, the same arguments also hold for more general elliptic
PDEs of the type
:
d
j, k=1

xk \ak, j (x) }

xj
u++ :
d
j=1
bj (x) }

x j
u+c(x) } u= f in ]0, 1[d
with sufficiently smooth coefficients ak, j (x), bj (x), and c(x) and with
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions due to the fact that, then, the
bilinear form a of the weak formulation is H 10 -elliptic and bounded. For
algorithmic details, see (e.g.) [BD]. In this context, note that the energy-
based sparse grid space V (E )n depends on an operator-based norm. There-
fore, in contrast to V ()n or V
(1)
n , V
(E)
n will also depend on the operator.
Furthermore, the results from [BD] show how more general domains can
be tackled.
Finally, the whole discussion in this paper has been restricted to the case
of piecewise linear finite elements. However, following the concept of
[BD, Bu3], the sparse grid approach can be generalized to hierarchical
polynomial bases of arbitrary polynomial degree p. Then, we need spaces
of bounded mixed derivatives up to order p+1 in each direction.
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